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The Story of Deborah 1978

david said to abigail blessed be your good sense and blessed be you samuel 25 32 33 abigail of carmel hopes against hope

that someday she ll marry and have children but her family needs her at home for they re in dire straits so dire in fact that

when her brother cannot pay the pitiless maon nabal his gambling debts abigail knows she must forgo her dream and to

settle the debt convinces her boorish lord to marry her she has vowed to be a devoted wife a hard promise to keep when

nabal the fool exiles her to the countryside to herd his sheep but abigail begins to love the weathered prairie and its people

particularly david the warrior son of jesse who has taken her under his wing but when david and nabal come face to face in

senseless war abigail sees that the tentative peace she s worked for could crumble like the very soil beneath her feet

Deborah's Story 2006

death or freedom in ancient israel no hebrew is safe from sisera and his soldiers still daniel and miriam go with their family to

trade with merchants sisera attacks the two children try to flee but he captures them now they ll need all their wits to stay

alive rebel warrior barak asks israel s leader deborah for help she could gather a small army against sisera s terrifying troops

her people have faith and courage but will those be enough
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Women of the Bible 2006

trust god to help you do what s right deborah is an imaginative and perceptive young girl who makes good decisions in the

heat of the moment when she sees her village is about to be invaded by king jabin and his general sisera she bravely warns

the people of danger and everyone flees but that doesn t stop jabin and sisera s vicious attacks as deborah grows up she

becomes a natural leader sharing god s will with the people and helping them solve difficult problems eventually god calls her

to help defeat sisera s army so israel can finally live in peace with god s help you can be just like deborah called and

courageous

Women of the Bible: Abilgail's Story: A Novel 2005-03-01

in the 1700s women s responsibilities were primarily child rearing and household duties but deborah sampson wanted more

from life she wanted to read to travel and to fight for her country s independence when the colonies went to war with the

british in 1775 deborah was intent on being part of the action seeing no other option she disguised herself in a man s uniform

and served in the continental army for more than a year her identity hidden from her fellow soldiers accomplished writer

sheila solomon klass creates a gripping firstperson account of an extraordinary woman who lived a life full of danger

adventure and intrigue
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Battlesong 2015-02-16

the story of novelist and poet deborah larsen s young womanhood the tulip and the pope is both an exquisitely crafted

spiritual memoir and a beautifully nuanced view of life in the convent in midsummer of 1960 nineteen year old deborah

shares a cab to a convent she and the teenage girls with her passionate to become nuns heedless of all they are leaving

behind smoke their last cigarettes before entering their new lives in the same artful prose that distinguished her novel the

white larsen s memoir lets us into the hushed life of the convent she captures the exquisite peace she found there as well as

the extreme constriction of the rules and her gradual awareness of all that she is missing eventually the physical world the

lush tulip she remembers seeing as a girl the snow she tunneled in and even the mystery of sex begins to seem to her an

alternative theater for a deep understanding and love of god

A Fearless Leader 2018-10-02

deborah sampson wanted to travel and have adventures but since she had no money the best way to do that was to join the

army this is the exciting true story of a woman who became a soldier during the american revolutionary war by dressing and

acting like a man
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Soldier's Secret 2009-03-31

outspoken and fearless deborah has faith in god but struggles to see the potential her own life holds as an israelite woman

she ll marry have a family and seek to teach her children about adonai and those tasks seem to be more than enough to

occupy her time but god has another plan for her israel has been under the near constant terror of canaan s armies for

twenty years and now god has called deborah to deliver her people from this oppression will her family understand will her

people even believe god s calling on her life and can the menace of canaan be stopped with her trademark impeccable

research and her imaginative storytelling jill eileen smith brings to life the story of israel s most powerful woman in a novel

that is both intriguing and inspiring

Secret Soldier 1975

a quiet little girl s life changes for the better when a dybbuk enters her body

The Tulip and the Pope 2007-12-18

clive wearing has one of the most extreme cases of amnesia ever known in 1985 a virus completely destroyed a part of his
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brain essential for memory leaving him trapped in a limbo of the constant present every conscious moment is for him as if he

has just come round from a long coma an endlessly repeating loop of awakening a brilliant conductor and bbc music

producer clive was at the height of his success when the illness struck as damaged as clive was the musical part of his brain

seemed unaffected as was his passionate love for deborah his wife for seven years he was kept in the london hospital where

the ambulance first dropped him off because there was nowhere else for him to go deborah desperately searched for

treatments and campaigned for better care after clive was finally established in a new special hospital she fled to america to

start her life over again but she found she could never love another the way she loved clive then clive s memory

unaccountably began to improve ten years after the illness first struck she returned to england today although clive still lives

in care and still has the worst case of amnesia in the world he continues to improve they renewed their marriage vows in

2002 this is the story of a life lived outside time a story that questions and redefines the essence of what it means to be

human it is also the story of a marriage of a bond that runs deeper than conscious thought

The Secret Soldier 1975

the book of ruth a story of love and redemption is published by christian daily resources it is a daily bible reading study of the

book of ruth the characters in the book of ruth deal with loss lack and romance through their many trials they learn to lean on

god and his sovereign will for their lives in the book of ruth ruth was unknown she was born in a pagan land but through her
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relationship with her mother in law naomi she accepted god when naomi decided to go back to the promised land ruth

insisted on going with her because of ruth s decision to follow naomi to the promised land and to accept naomi s god ruth

ends up being a part of jesus christ s lineage she has a book in the bible named after her and her story has been told

throughout the ages ruth found her identity in god she surrendered her life to him on the other hand her sister in law orpah

decided to remain in her pagan land with her people and was never spoken of again you never know what god has in store

for you if you surrender your life to him as ruth did

The Prophetess 2016-02-02

joy a schroeder offers the first in depth exploration of the biblical story of deborah an authoritative judge prophet and war

leader for centuries deborah s story has challenged readers traditional assumptions about the place of women in society

schroeder shows how deborah s story has fueled gender debates throughout history an examination of the prophetess s

journey through nearly two thousand years of jewish and christian interpretation reveals how the biblical account of deborah

was deployed against women for women and by women who aspired to leadership roles in religious communities and society

numerous women and men who supported women s aspirations to leadership used deborah s narrative to justify female

claims to political and religious authority opponents to women s public leadership endeavored to define deborah s role as

private or argued that she was a divinely authorized exception not to be emulated by future generations of women deborah s
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daughters provides crucial new insight into the history of women in judaism and christianity and into women s past and

present roles in the church synagogue and society

Prophetess 1994-07-31

outspoken and fearless deborah has faith in god but struggles to see the potential her own life holds as an israelite woman

she ll marry have a family and seek to teach her children about adonai and those tasks seem to be more than enough to

occupy her time but god has another plan for her israel has been under the near constant terror of canaan s armies for

twenty years and now god has called deborah to deliver her people from this oppression will her family understand will her

people even believe god s calling on her life and can the menace of canaan be stopped with her trademark impeccable

research and her imaginative storytelling jill eileen smith brings to life the story of israel s most powerful woman in a novel

that is both intriguing and inspiring

Deborah the Dybbuk 1978-01-01

for generations nachshon s family has been enslaved by the egyptian pharaoh nachshon is afraid it will be his destiny too

then moses confronts the fearsome pharaoh and nachshon s dream of freedom begins to come true but soon he has to

overcome his own special fear the story of the brave boy who was the first to jump into the sea will inspire young and old
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alike

Cousin Deborah's Story, Or, The Great Plague 1869

teach children that listening to god is always the very best thing to do with this fun retelling of the story of deborah for 2 5

year olds

Crisis a First Lady's Journey 2023-03-04

the collected stories of deborah eisenberg contains twenty seven short stories by a contemporary master new york times

since 1986 with the publication of her first story collection deborah eisenberg has devoted herself to writing exquisitely

distilled stories which present an unusually distinctive portrait of contemporary american life to quote the macarthur foundation

this one volume brings together transactions in a foreign currency 1986 under the 82nd airborne 1992 all around atlantis 1997

and twilight of the superheroes 2006 one of america s finest writers san francisco chronicle concentrated bursts of perfection

the times london
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Forever Today 2011-07-31

this important book tells the story of how ten thousand jewish children were rescued out of nazi europe just before the

outbreak of world war 2 they were saved by the kindertransport a rescue mission that transported the children or kinder from

nazi ruled countries to safety in britain the book includes real life accounts of the children and is illustrated with archival

photographs paintings of pre war nazi germany by artist hans jackson and original art by the kinder commemorating their

rescue

The Book of Ruth: a Story of Love and Redemption 2014-03-02

deborah is a beautiful young israelite woman living in ancient canaan her people are oppressed by a greedy canaanite king

named jabin the kings troops led by general sisera often steal the peoples cropsand sometimes their children will deborahs

village be plundered next despite her fears deborah still dreams of marrying a certain young man and living a normal life

among her people however gods plan for deborah holds some challenges she could never imagine
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Deborah's Daughters 2014-02-28

versace the very name conjures up images of outrageous glamour and bold sexuality opulence and daring all of course true

but only half the story versace is also the legacy of a great creative genius from a poor backward part of southern italy who

transformed the fashion world through his intuitive understanding of both women and how a changing culture influenced the

way they wanted to dress the first book in english about the legendary designer house of versace shows how gianni versace

with his flamboyant sister donatella at his side combined his virtuosic talent and extraordinary ambition to almost single

handedly create the celebrity culture we take for granted today gianni versace was at the height of his creative powers when

he was murdered in miami beach the story was front page news around the world and the manhunt for his killer a media

obsession his beloved sister donatella demanded no less than a funeral befitting an assassinated head of state to be held in

milan s magnificent cathedral in what was the ultimate fashion show the world s rich and beautiful princess dianna elton john

carla bruni naomi campbell carolyn bessette kennedy anna wintour and others gathered to mourn a man already considered

one of fashion s great pioneers deborah ball a long time milan correspondent for the wall street journal conducted hundreds

of interviews with versace family members gianni versace s lovers and business rivals models such as naomi campbell whom

he helped shoot to international stardom and fashion industry icons including anna wintour the legendary editor of vogue ball

vividly recounts the behind the scenes struggles both creative and business of donatella as she stepped out of her brother s

long shadow and took control of the house of versace the book offers the first inside look at the enormous challenges
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donatella faced in living up to gianni s genius her struggle with a drug habit her battles with her brother santo and the

mystery of why gianni left control of his house to donatella s young daughter allegra house of versace is a compelling highly

readable tale of rise from obscurity a painful fall and ultimate redemption as the versace empire returned to health for now

bringing together fashion celebrity business drama jet set lifestyles and a notorious crime house of versace is an old

fashioned page turner about a subject of enduring fascination

The Prophetess (Daughters of the Promised Land Book #2) 2016-01-26

mikey s dad has left home to fight overseas during world war i and mikey wants to do something big to help when his teacher

suggests that the class participate in a knitting bee in central park to knit clothing for the troops mikey and his friends roll their

eyes knitting is for girls but when the girls turn it into a competition the boys just have to meet the challenge based on a real

knit in event at central park in 1918 knit your bit shows readers that making a lasting contribution is as easy as trying

something new

Faking it 2010

from the time that pages of the saint john s bible began touring in major exhibitions nearly a decade ago people have been

moved captivated and inspired by this stunning work of modern sacred art but they often have questions about the
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illuminations that are scattered throughout the bible especially as they first become familiar with it why was a certain scripture

passage chosen for illumination rather than another what materials and source imagery are behind the illuminations the art of

the saint john s bible provides answers to these important questions and many others initially published in a series of three

volumes each book has now been revised by the author and included together in this helpful single volume sincethe saint

john s bible is now complete susan sink makes connections between recurring images and motifs throughout the work and

reflects on the images with a view to the whole her book promises to intensify and expand the experience of all who come in

contact with the saint john s bible

Nachshon, Who Was Afraid to Swim 2014-01-01

i will find you everywhere is an exceptional story of love loss and learning to find new ways of living that includes the ones

who have left too soon i sat down on the dewy grass and looked up at the sky and when the sun looked back i saw the

twinkle in your eye it glistened as i squinted like sparkles in the sea i knew that it was you up there yes watching over me

author and artist deborah delisi s beautifully illustrated tale told in verse touchingly shows how love always lives on in so

many places especially the heart it is a story of two inseparable friends two colorful circles who share a special place in each

others lives through their adventures and playful times together when one is no longer here anymore the friend looks for him

her in all the places they loved to go what is discovered in those places is a special gift that readers of all ages will treasure
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and hold close to their hearts what s the gift the answer lies in the title but the beautiful revelation comes at the end and will

touch you in ways that will live on in your heart a beautiful story to help children and adults deal with loss of a loved one

deborah s rich yet simple illustrations are genderless and ageless and will help you find your loved one everywhere you are

featuring 27 beautiful color illustrations by the author and artist deborah delisi that will speak to kids of all ages for

generations to come

Deborah and the Very Big Battle 2020-11

help young readers become young writers with this sweet picture book about a child finding the words to tell his own story if

you ve ever tried to write a story of your own you know it s not as easy as it looks words get tangled pencils get broken piles

of pages get crumpled up it s so much easier just to read all the lovely stories other people have written but their stories aren

t your stories and your tale is worth telling a mostly empty page then another and still another there are squiggles there are

doodles but the words won t come with the gentle reassurance of experience two time scbwi golden kite award winner

deborah hopkinson writes a story that encourages persistence and celebrates the strength of every child s unique voice and

the story they have to tell charming illustrations by hadley hooper detail the child s efforts and the stroke of inspiration that

helps him get going this is the perfect picture book for kids who love stories and have big ideas of their own young readers

who don t know where to start will be encouraged by the gentle humor and a page of story starting ideas offers the
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opportunity to expand the experience beyond the book a junior library guild gold standard selection a ccbc choice

The Collected Stories of Deborah Eisenberg 2010-08-31

a french teacher who collects fiancés a fortune teller who fails to predict the heartbreak of her own daughter an aging cowboy

seduced by a city girl these are some of the unforgettable people who live in these pages in vanishing and other stories

secrets are both kept and unearthed and lives are shaped by missing lovers parents and children with wisdom and dexterity

moments of dark humor and a remark able economy of words deborah willis captures an incredible array of characters that

linger in the imagination and prove that nothing is ever truly forgotten

Rescuing the Children 2012-10-09

the moghrabis have lived in palestine for centuries near the end of the first world war ottoman soldier kamal moghrabi is

imprisoned by his turkish masters reunited with his family after being freed by british soldiers he marries his childhood friend

haniya but their happiness is short lived as their homeland is ravaged by violence between the local arab population and

jewish immigrants fleeing europe any hope of an independent palestine is shattered and the moghrabis are forced to flee their

home with its cherished olive groves based on a true story this family saga is a universal depiction of palestinian life and

culture with a warm and engaging love story at its heart beautifully written insights behind the palestinian conflict are gained
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in reading this heart wrenching yet endearing tale of one family s journey polly bacca former special assistant to president bill

clinton

Deborah the Belle of Leadership 2017-12

in a radically new interpretation and synthesis of highly popular 18th and 19th century genres michelle burnham examines the

literature of captivity and using homi bhabha s concept of interstitiality as a base provides a valuable redescription of the

ambivalent origins of the us national narrative stories of colonial captives sentimental heroines or fugitive slaves embody a

binary division between captive and captor that is based on cultural national or racial difference but they also transcend these

pre existing antagonistic dichotomies by creating a new social space and herein lies their emotional power beginning from a

simple question on why captivity particularly that of women so often inspires a sentimental response burnham examines how

these narratives elicit both sympathy and pleasure the texts carry such great emotional impact precisely because they

traverse those very cultural national and racial boundaries that they seem so indelibly to inscribe captivity literature like its

heroines constantly negotiates zones of contact and crossing those borders reveals new cultural paradigms to the captive and

ultimately the reader
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Jewel of Canaan 2012-09-24

gathered now into one volume eisenberg s stories have an astonishing power and range her characters whether they are

walking the streets of manhattan or seemingly abandoned in foreign countries continually make disquieting and sometimes

life threatening discoveries about themselves discoveries that illuminate not only their own lives but also the wider net of

relationships in which they are enmeshed knowing witty and exact deborah eisenberg s fiction is fashioned with a jeweler s

eye for detail and a profound gift for evoking degrees of human interaction and anxiety

House of Versace 2010-02-02

a heart warming story about one little girl who celebrates her birthday with family and friends today is a special day for this

little girl she s turning ten and all of her family and friends are coming to her birthday party she greets each of the guests as

they arrive with birthday cake and presents after a fun filled day of fun and games it s time to pack up and go home a little

older and wiser children ages 2 to 6 will love the fun and engaging rhyme of the everyday conversational phrases visit

catlikestudio com readalong for the free read along audio books
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Knit Your Bit 2013-02-21

deborah binner s world was shattered when her 15 year old daughter chloe was diagnosed with ewing s sarcoma a rare bone

cancer despite aggressive treatment chloe died three years later two weeks after her 18th birthday still reeling from grief

deborah was plunged deeper into despair when just 18 months later her beloved husband simon learned he had motor

neurone disease what s more simon knew from the outset he had no intention of allowing the disease to play out and opted

instead for an assisted death despite her personal feelings deborah had no choice but to accompany him to a swiss suicide

clinic to say their goodbyes the last six months of simon s life was filmed for a bbc documentary how to die simon s choice

which was nominated for a bafta in yet here i am deborah describes with painful honesty how she emerged from crushing

sadness and pain to forge a new life for herself and even eventually find a new form of happiness this is a remarkable story

of human strength resilience and hope

The Art of the Saint John's Bible 2013

1188 sermon suggestions one from every chapter in the bible morgan s expositions sparkle as they enhance bible texts from

every chapter in the bible concise and delightfully free of redundancy these selections reveal the master expositor s keen

analytical insight into god s word to encourage preachers and bible teachers to develop their own sermon and lesson themes
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creatively the author mentions that these are sermon suggestions not sermons or sermon outlines he intentionally left the

notes untitled preferring to let the text of scripture be their only caption these penetrating truths firmly anchored in scripture

are best described by g campbell morgan himself on every page of the god breathed writings there are many thoughts which

stretch out like long clear arms of light across the darkness discovering things which otherwise were hidden and often

illuminating wider areas than those of the immediate context they are searchlights from the multitude of these i have selected

one in each chapter of the bible perhaps the work will also serve to illustrate a method of showing how focal points of

radiating light gather their radiance from the context

I Will Find You Everywhere 2018-03

the multiple award winning account of holocaust survival and present day murder evocative and inspiring so much more than

a true crime steve jackson new york times bestselling author after surviving the horrors of the holocaust in ghettos on death

marches and in concentration camps a young couple seeks refuge in canada they settle into a new life certain that the terrors

of their past are behind them they build themselves a cozy little cottage on a lake in muskoka a cottage that becomes

emblematic of their victory over the nazis the charming retreat is a safe haven a refuge from haunted memories that is until a

single act of unspeakable violence defiles their sanctuary poking around the dark crawl space beneath their cottage they

discover a wooden crate nailed tightly shut and almost hidden from view nothing could have prepared them for the horror of
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the crate s contents or how the peace and tranquility of their lives would be shattered now their daughter deborah vadas

levison an award winning journalist tells the extraordinary account of her parents ordeals both in one of the darkest times in

world history and their present day lives written in searing lyrical prose the crate a story of war a murder and justice examines

man s seemingly limitless capacity for evil but also his capacity for good an impressive and important piece of work i m glad it

was written and i m glad i read it lee child 1 new york times bestselling author a gut punch hitting you broadside with such

harrowing moments that you have to put the book down and take a breath james rollins 1 new york times bestselling author

The Story of a Story 2021-11-09

Vanishing and Other Stories 2010-08-17

The Olive Grove 2012-01-16
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Captivity & Sentiment 2000-10-03

The Stories (so Far) of Deborah Eisenberg 1997

Young Israel; a Monthly Magazine 1898

Today is my Birthday! 2022-06-13

Yet Here I Am 2018-11-12

Searchlights from the Word 2010-04-01
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The Crate 2018-06-19
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